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Thank you for the chance to comment on the rule change.  In general, I view technological
changes as positive, and I believe courts and the administration of justice could benefit from
less in-person hearings with the physical presence of everyone related to the case. But I
believe that the proposed changes to CrR 3.4 go too far in authorizing remote proceedings for
essentially everything in a criminal case, which will affect judicial economy negatively on
appeal/collateral review. 
My concerns are that authorizing remote appearances in general for trial/plea
hearings/sentencing hearings in particular will create enormous complications on appeal and
for personal restraint petitions.  I also question the presumption that defendants will always be
able to have on-demand reliable internet access, certainly they should, but oftentimes they do
not have the resources or means, and it will be unknown until the time of the hearing if they
will be able to appear or not based on technology or internet access.  Would inability to appear
at a trial or sentencing hearing based on faulty internet access result in a continuance? FTA
warrant? Trial in absentia? Bail jumping? Are the circumstances uncontrollable where many
places have free WiFi connections available, but the place the defendant chose had a
temporary connection issue? What happens to the trial court dockets when multiple
proceedings are rescheduled last minute for delay?
It is common for petitioners to allege communication difficulties even when they are in court,
when they seek to withdraw a plea months or years after entry, or that they could not privately
communicate with counsel, or that counsel did not adequately communicate their concerns. 
Many defendants are opposed to remote testimony of witnesses on the basis of
confrontation/due process, and courts have been unwilling to authorize remote testimony by
witnesses (in my very limited experience), but these exact same concerns will be raised if it is
the defendant who is remote, unable to privately communicate in real time with counsel, rather
than witnesses.  Victims and the community have an interest in finality of convictions that is
not well served by this rule.  It would be interesting indeed to see a trial where the jury, State,
and court were all excused every single time a defendant and counsel need to have a private
communication, which can occur in real time without a recess with an in-person trial.  The
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probable result is significant delay.  and the community have an interest in finality of
convictions that is not well served by this rule.
 
I like the idea in theory, and certainly the amount of in-person hearings could be cut down in
general, but I believe the current proposal would create more harm than benefit.
 
Thank you.

 


